
• Log in to kingsteachers.kcl.ac.uk

This guide will take you through how to log in to your Hiring Manager profile on King’s Teachers and how 
to create and offer an assignment to a candidate (GTA or TA)



• Remember to use the email address version you used to register 
with i.e. joe.bloggs@kcl.ac.uk or k1234567@kcl.ac.uk 

To ensure you always receive emails from us, please add the King’s 

Teachers Help Team email address: kingsteachers@kcl.ac.uk to your Safe 

Senders List or White List in your email software

mailto:kingsteachers@kcl.ac.uk


You will then be taken to your profile – a sample is shown here

To offer an assignment click on “Search for Candidates”



Enter candidate name here

e.g. Mistry

Click search



To create an assignment for this candidate, 
click on the candidate’s name here 



To create an assignment, click the 
Offer Assignment button



Click the drop-down arrow to display the different 
Job Families available

1.

2.

Select Academic - GTA



Please complete the fields with information 
relevant to the assignment you want to offer 

The Line Manager (Teaching Contact) is typically the academic, programme lead or module convenor who has requested the GTA 
assignment – this may be a person fulfilling the Hiring Manager role as well. 

By stating the Line Manager name (and/or email), you are making it clear to the GTA who they should contact if they have any 
questions about delivering the teaching aspects of the assignment. 

Location refers to the main location they will teach or the location of the teaching department the GTA/TA is working for.  



Please complete the Work plan with the activities relevant to the assignment you want to offer.

Each line can be expanded by clicking on the relevant line and hours added. 

You can add hours in all or some of the different categories listed.

Please refer to the GTA framework tab here for details

Training

An indicative 6 hours of mandatory training is applied for the first assignment only, that the GTA accepts, and 
this can be adjusted up or down.

Additional training hours can be added to any assignment (including the first).

A different activity code can be specified for mandatory training if required, otherwise training costs will be
applied to the activity code given to the assignment.

https://internal.kcl.ac.uk/hr/gtas/principles-gta-framework


You will see a breakdown of the activities as you populate the Workplan

Note - the sample shown is blank as no hours have yet been added



You will see a breakdown of the estimated cost of employment as you populate the Workplan

Note - the rates Per Hour are indicated; the sample Totals are blank as no hours have yet been added



You can specify another Hiring Manager to share the assignment with, in the Administrator 1 or 2 field.

You can name an Invoicing Contact, who will receive invoicing information.

There are Notes sections to add further details about the assignment at your discretion.  



The Job Description, Skills Required and Qualifications sections will be prepopulated with the GTA template Role and job description

You can edit these fields and add information if needed, or use the default GTA template

Please add any Health & Safety information specific for the assignment if it is required 

(the module convenor/academic should be able to confirm)  

https://internal.kcl.ac.uk/hr/gtas/principles-gta-framework


You can add files to the assignment in this section.

If you require your GTA to receive a file, check the ‘Visible to Candidate’ box against the file.

If you require your GTA to sign a file, check the ‘Candidate Must Sign’ box against the file. 

Review the assignment details by scrolling back through the assignment page and check that everything is correct.

You are now ready to Send the Offer to the Candidate.

You may wish to copy this assignment and send to another candidate – in which case click on ‘Send Offer And Create Another’

This will open another assignment with the same details that can be used as a template – edit the fields that require changes and repeat the 

assignment offer process.


